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fellow to town? Haven't we tramps in plenty to pester us with
their wants and pollute our dinners? Are you so dissatisfied with
the numbers collected here to eat your master's food that you
must ask this extra guest to join the gathering?'
'Antinous,' the swineherd answered him, 'you may be nobly
born but there's nothing handsome in your speech. Who would
take it on himself to press hospitality on a wandering stranger,
unless he were some worker for the public good, a prophet, a
physician, a shipwright, or even a minstrel whose songs might
give pleasure? For all the world over such guests as those are
welcomed, whereas nobody would call a beggar in to eat him
out of house and home. But of all the Suitors you are always the
hardest on Odysseus' servants, and of all of them hardest on me.
However, I care little for that as long as Penelope my wise mis-
tress and the noble Prince Telemachus are alive in the palace.'
'Enough now!' Telemachus prudently interposed. 'I won't
have you bandying words with Antinous, who likes nothing
better than to rouse a man's passion with his evil tongue and egg
the others on to do the same.' Then he turned on Antinous and
spoke his mind to him: Mutinous, I appreciate your fatherly
concern on my behalf and your anxiety that I should order the
stranger out of the house. God forbid such a thing! Give him
something yourself. I don't grudge it you; indeed I wish you
would. Have no fear, either, of offending my mother or any of
the royal servants by your charity. But there's no such idea in
your head. You'd far sooner eat the food yourself than give it
away!'
(Telemachus, this is nonsense,' said Antinous in his turn. 'You
let your tongue and temper run away with you. If all the Suitors
were to give him as much as I should like to, the place would be
rid of him for three months.'
As he spoke, he seized the stool that supported his dainty feet
as he dined, and brought it into view from under the table where
it lay. But all the rest made their contributions and soon filled
the wallet with bread and meat. It looked as if Odysseus might
now have regained his seat on the threshold without having to

